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PLANO, Texas, Nov. 16, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Dynamic Weather

Solutions (DWS) dba HailStrike™, a national leader in weather forensics, is

proud to announce a solution that conclusively indicates the intensity of hail

within an area of a storm.

The value of this specified information is that it accurately quantifies the

intensity of a hail storm and provides details that relate to the possible

damage that may have occurred in a given geographical area. This allows

proactive responses rather than reactive measures.

This innovative milestone is crucial in an industry where actual hail activity

reporting is a vital part of insurance claims and determinations of premiums.

Historically, the elusive truth has been needed, yet only claims of accuracy -

lacking scientific backing - have been available.  This patented system

provides a verifiable tool in the assessment of potentially damaged properties

and structures.

The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) has granted DWS a

patent for their exclusive invention establishing a "System and Method for

Inferring Localized Hail Intensity." This unique invention now allows

insurance carriers, CAT teams, independent claims adjusters and others

access to previously unavailable accurate hail intensity reports.

http://dynamicweathersolutions.com/
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"DWS is pleased to be the pioneer in providing a quantified report of hail

intensity. This technology gives any customer a much more useful scope of the

intensity of hail within an area of a hail storm," said Daron Sneed, CEO and

Founder. "In the past, there have been significant limits to the data that was

included in a hail verification report. Now, DWS has shifted that paradigm

and conclusively gives customers the accurate data they have needed," said

Sneed.

Yessie Mangan - US Public Adjusters, Inc. in Alpharetta, Georgia said, "The

lack of success in having access to accurate/truthful information has caused

severe delays in a process that should be fluid, based on scientific fact. There

are several reports that claim to be accurate yet fail to provide support of their

claims. With the verifiable information that can be accessed from Dynamic

Weather Solutions, there can be confidence in the reports knowing their

technology has been fully vetted and they will stand behind it."

Founded in 2011, Dynamic Weather Solutions is an advanced weather

forensics company that offers the most innovative and cross-referenced

analytic data available in the historical storm market today.

Contact DWS for more information regarding access, bulk pricing, corporate

discounts and complete integration of our data into your processes.
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For more information, please contact: Daron Sneed 

184591@email4pr.com  

Office: (972) 638-7225 ext. 101
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